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Allen ISD Curriculum Overview 
Core Beliefs About Curriculum 
 

The Allen ISD Learner Services Department believes that equitable educational opportunity for each learner begins with a culture that adopts the following core beliefs         

in regard to curriculum: 

● Based on the Texas Essential Knowledge & Skills (TEKS) and is process driven 

● Designed for mastery of student learning outcomes 

● Developed in collaboration with teachers 

● Aligned horizontally and vertically 

● Communicated in fluid documents, revised regularly, based on performance data 

and stakeholder feedback 

● Accessible to all students and differentiated to address the needs of each learner 

● Provides for rigorous and relevant learning 

● Promotes future ready learning outcomes 

● Supports the Allen ISD Graduate Profile 

● Supported by authentic and ongoing professional learning 

 

       Definition of Curriculum 
 

Curriculum is a plan developed by and for teachers, to use for instruction, based on the academic standards, Texas Essential Knowledge & Skills (TEKS), as   

determined by the State of Texas for each academic content area. The curriculum specifies the content standard (the What) and the performance standard (the Why)  

of the student objectives and should be aligned to both the instruction (the How) and the assessment. 
 

Teacher Role 

Based on a deep understanding of the curriculum, the teacher, in collaboration with the PLC (Professional Learning Community), is responsible for using the locally   
adopted curriculum to design and deliver effective learning experiences. Characteristics of effective learning experiences: 
 

● Incorporate research based, process driven, instructional strategies 

● Align to the district curriculum 

● Differentiate curriculum and instruction to ensure student success 

● Ensure equal access to the curriculum and equitable delivery to each learner 

● Utilize data and assessments to identify students’ learning strengths and needs 

● Include identified Readiness and Supporting Standards which play a vital role in 

student learning 

 
 

Curriculum Delivery 
 

The curriculum is comprised of both non-negotiable and negotiable components. Non-negotiable components of the curriculum are required to be implemented with fidelity.  
The Allen ISD non-negotiable curriculum 

 Aligns to content and performance levels of the TEKS 

 Includes Content Standards and Process Standards, as well as Clarifiers 

 Follows a designated unit sequence reflecting the order in which content is taught 

 Maintains appropriate pacing within approximately one week of the district pacing calendar 

 Ensures 100% coverage of the curriculum by the end of the course 

 Integrates technology to support content, when applicable 

 Includes additional non-negotiable components specified within particular content area 
 

The Allen ISD curriculum may contain additional negotiable components that have been vetted for alignment and are recommended to be implemented in the design 

and delivery of instruction 
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§114.34. American Sign Language, Level I (One Credit), Adopted 2014. 

(a)  General requirements. Level I can be offered in elementary, middle, or high school. At the high school level, students shall be awarded one credit for successful completion of 
this course. There is no prerequisite required for this course. 
(b)  Introduction. 

(1)  The study of world languages is an essential part of education. In the 21st century language classroom, students gain an understanding of two basic aspects of human 
existence: the nature of communication and the complexity of culture. Students become aware of multiple perspectives and means of expression, which lead to an 
appreciation of difference and diversity. Further benefits of foreign language study include stronger cognitive development, increased creativity, and divergent thinking. 
Students who effectively communicate in more than one language, with an appropriate understanding of cultural context, are globally literate and possess the attributes of 
successful participants in the world community. 
(2)  Communication is the overarching goal of world language instruction. Students should be provided ample opportunities to engage receptively and expressively in 
conversations, to present information expressively to an audience, and to comprehend cultural and linguistic aspects of the language. The American Council on the 
Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) identifies three modes of communication: interpersonal, interpretive, and presentational. 

(A)  In the interpersonal mode of communication, students engage in direct signed communication with others without voice. Examples of this "two-way" 
communication include but are not limited to signing face to face or in a group discussion. Interpersonal communication includes receptive and expressive skills. 
(B)  In interpretive (receptive) mode of communication, students demonstrate understanding of receptively viewed communication within appropriate cultural 
contexts. Examples of this type of "one-way" receptive comprehension include but are not limited to American Sign Language (ASL) video weblogs (or vlogs), 
other signed presentations, and signed DVD conversations. 
(C)  In presentational (expressive) mode of communication, students present information in expressive form without voice to an audience of receptive listeners with 
whom there is no immediate expressive interaction. Examples of this "one-to-many" mode of communication include but are not limited to an expressively signed 
presentation to a group or recorded presentation where there is no receptive listener present to respond. 

(3)  The use of age-level appropriate and culturally authentic resources is imperative to support the teaching of the essential knowledge and skills for languages other than 
English (LOTE). The use of culturally authentic resources in world language study enables students to make connections with other content areas, to compare the language 
and culture studied with their own, and to participate in local and global communities. 
(4)  ASL difficulty has been determined by standards of the Foreign Service Institute and Defense Language Institute as a Level IV out of four (Level IV being the most 
difficult). The American Sign Language Teachers Association (ASLTA) states the challenge to ASL is primarily in the modality of learning. This conclusion is based on the 
complex grammar system and significant structural and cultural differences in the language. Students are generally seated in a semi-circle to facilitate visual 
communication, notes cannot be taken without looking away from the primary source of information, and instruction occurs in the target language where learning is done 
spatially and words are not processed sequentially. The linear nature of spoken language cannot be used in ASL and the simultaneous expression of complex units is used. 
The level of difficulty of ASL should be noted. 
(5)  While other languages possess a spoken and/or written element, ASL incorporates manual components with no verbal and/or written form. ASL is a fully developed 
natural language that is used by members of the North American Deaf Community. The language is distinct from gestures seen in spoken languages in that signs used in 
ASL are controlled by the structures of its linguistic system, independent of English. ASL encompasses all of the features that make a language a unique, rule-governed 
communication system. ASL includes handshapes, movements, and other grammatical features needed to form signs and sentences, and parts combine to make wholes. It 
is not a simplified language and contains structures and processes that English does not. The premise of Deaf culture is rooted in the language itself and cannot be 
separated. 
(6)  ASL is a signed language where the modes of communication involve different skills than written and/or spoken languages. ASL is not a formal written language; 
glossing is the term used to describe a chosen written system of symbols devised to transcribe signs and nonmanual signals to an English equivalent. Since ASL 
information is received visually and not in an auditory manner, communication skills in ASL are defined as follows: 

(A)  interpretive listening and reading targets are called interpretive receptive; 
(B)  one-to-one interpersonal targets are called receptive and expressive; and 
(C)  one-to-many presentational speaking is expressed through signs and the target is presentational expressive. 

(7)  Using age-appropriate materials, students in ASL Level I develop the ability to perform the tasks of the novice language learner. The novice language learner, when 
dealing with familiar topics, should understand ASL phrases receptively and respond expressively with learned material; sign learned words, concepts, phrases, and 
sentences; recognize the importance of communication and how it applies to the American Deaf culture; and recognize the importance of accuracy of expression by 
knowing the components of ASL. Students use expressive and receptive skills for comprehension. 
(8)  ASL Level I proficiency levels, as defined by ACTFL and ASLTA, are as follows: interpersonal receptive, novice mid; interpersonal expressive, novice mid; interpretive 
receptive, novice high; and presentational expressive, novice high. 
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Grade level – Level I  Time Allotted:     20  Days    
Content Area – American Sign Language 
Unit Name: Getting Started 

 

Strand TEKS Statement 

U
n
i
t 

TEKS 

Student Expectation/District Clarification 

Interpersonal 
communication: 
expressive and 
receptive 
signing 

The student communicates in ASL 
using expressive and receptive 
communication skills without voice.  
The student is expected to: 

1 1A 

 Engage in a variety of ASL exchanges of learned material to socialize and to provide and obtain 

information 

● I can introduce someone else. *NM 

● I can fingerspell my name and ask someone else’s name. 

  

1D 

Demonstrate appropriate usage of ASL phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and 
pragmatics 

● I can use formal and informal greetings in a variety of situations. *NM 

Interpretive 
communication: 
receptive 
signing 

The student communicates in ASL 
using expressive and receptive 
communication skills without 
voice.  The student is expected to: 

 

1B 

Demonstrate an understanding of basic ASL such as simple stories, everyday commands, and 
brief instructions when dealing with familiar topics 

● I can understand when people introduce themselves. *NM 

● I can understand when someone asks for a name. 

● I can understand when someone explains their hearing status. 

● I can understand questions about how old I am. *NH 

   

1D 

Demonstrate appropriate usage of ASL phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and 
pragmatics 

● I can recognize the difference between a question and a statement. *NH 

Presentational 
communication: 
expressive 
signing 

The student communicates in ASL 
using expressive and receptive 
communication skills without 
voice.  The student is expected to: 

 

1C 

Convey information in ASL using familiar words, concepts, classifiers, phrases, and sentences to 
others without voice 

● I can introduce myself and provide basic personal information. *NM 

 
 
 

 

  

1D 

Demonstrate appropriate usage of ASL phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and 
pragmatics. 

● I can use time vocabulary to describe events. *NM 
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Content Vocabulary 

Absent Don’t know Good, well I’m not, not me My 

Afternoon Don’t like Good-bye Introduce Name 

Again, repeat Don’t understand Handwave To know Nice 

American Sign Language Due, to owe Happy Last No 

Ask Everyday Hungry Open (door); close (door) Sunday  

Ask me (plural) Erase (paper) Home Not, don’t, doesn’t Study 

Bathroom Evening, night Hard of hearing Later No eye contact 

Blank face Excited He/she/it Learn Nothing, not much 

Book Excuse me I ask everybody Paper Sure 

Bored Eye contact Hearing Like Please  

Busy Facial expressions Hello Look at me Practice 

Can, may Favorite Hi Mad, angry Sad 

Can’t, may not Fine Hold on Me too, same here Same old, the usual 

Chat, hang out Explain I ask you Party Teacher 

Church Friday I walk Pen, pencil Temple 

Clear Get better Important Person standing Test, exam 

Good + morning, afternoon, night Get up, stand up Jump Play sports Thursday 

Confused Focus, pay attention Homework Meet Scared, afraid 

Correct, grade Get worse, regress Kick back, take it easy Read Tuesday 

Day Give to  To mean Ready Turn off lights 

Deaf Friend I am, me Morning School 

Deixis Go to  I don’t mind movie see 

Desk, table Grab Monday Restaurant  Turn on lights 

Do-do Hand out Mosque Saturday Uh, um, well 

Eat, food Help Move Sit down Unclear 

Enjoy, have fun Help me Need  Sleep Walk to 

Erase (board) Help you none Student  Warning 

See you tomorrow What is your name? What’s for homework? Don’t do that Explain it again 

Sick Sign language, sign Sleepy Slow down, slow So-so 

Take care Thank you They are Tired Today, now 

Turn off voice Understand Want We are, us What’s up 

Water, water fountain Wednesday Week Weekend What 

What are you doing? What do/did/will you do? What does it mean? What is it?  

When Where Which Who Why, because 

With Work, job Write Wrong, error You ask me 

Yes You are You are (plural) ABC’s Numbers 1-millions 

You’re welcome How are you? I’m fine. Nice to meet you. See you later. 
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Enduring Understandings/Essential Questions 

Introducing and providing basic personal information.   

Using simple time vocabulary to describe when personal events happen 

Understanding the difference between a statement and a question. 

 

 

Signature Lessons 

● Meeting People :  Using target language, students will introduce themselves to their peers in a speed dating setting including name, age, hearing status (Deaf, hearing, hard-of-

hearing)  and simple feelings. 

Resources 

● Master ASL textbook 

● Smartboard 

● Canvas 

● Student personal phones 

● School iPads/computers/chromebooks 

Textbook Alignment 

● Master ASL Units 1 and 2 

Formative Assessment 

● Add 

Summative Assessment 

● Name Tag Presentation:  Create and present a short about me presentation including likes & dislikes, name, & age. 

● Alphabet Challenge Presentation : Students must sign the ASL manual alphabet within 1 minute with no errors in handshape, palm orientation, etc 

● Interpretive Assessment 1.1 Fingerspelling & #’s 1-20 

● Interpretive Assessment 1.2  Greetings, Goodbyes, Intros, & #’s 1-30 

● Interpretive Assessment 1.3 Getting to Know You  
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Grade level – Level I  Time Allotted:     20   Days    
Content Area – American Sign Language 
Unit Name: My Community 
 

 

Strand TEKS Statement 

U
n
i
t 

TEKS 

Student Expectation/District Clarification 

Interpersonal 
communication: 
expressive and 
receptive 
signing 

The student communicates in ASL 
using expressive and receptive 
communication skills without voice.  
The student is expected to: 

2 1A 

 Engage in a variety of ASL exchanges of learned material to socialize and to provide and obtain 

information 

● I can answer questions about where I’m going or where I went.  *NM 

● I can tell someone what I am doing. 

● I can sign where I went. 

● I can ask and understand how much something costs. 

  

1D 

Demonstrate appropriate usage of ASL phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and 
pragmatics 

● I can ask who, what, when, where, why, which questions. *NM 

Interpretive 
communication: 
receptive 
signing 

The student communicates in ASL 
using expressive and receptive 
communication skills without voice.  
The student is expected to: 

 

1B 

Demonstrate an understanding of basic ASL such as simple stories, everyday commands, and 
brief instructions when dealing with familiar topics 

● I can recognize weather descriptions.  *NM 

● I can understand questions about where I live. *NH 

Presentational 
communication: 
expressive 
signing 

The student communicates in ASL 
using expressive and receptive 
communication skills without voice.  
The student is expected to: 

 

1C 

Convey information in ASL using familiar words, concepts, classifiers, phrases, and sentences to 
others without voice 

● I can talk about holiday celebrations based on pictures or photos. *NM 

● I can explain community holiday celebrations.  

   

1D 

Demonstrate appropriate usage of ASL phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and 
pragmatics 

● I can explain how much something costs. *NH 
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Content Vocabulary 

Act, show Comment Internet Old  Television 

Actor Cool January  Orange  Thanksgiving 

Address Court July Outside That way 

America Dark Kwanzaa  Page Topic 

April December Labor Day Passover TTY 

At (symbol) Denver Light  Philadelphia United States 

Atlanta Depends Listen  Pink Valentine’s Day 

August Dot, period Live in Purple Vacation 

Avenue Easter Los Angeles Rain Veteran’s Day 

Beach Eid March  Ramadan Videophone 

Birthday Email Martin Luther King, Jr. Day Red Visit 

Black  Fall May  Road Warm 

Blue Far Memorial Day Rollerblade Washington, D.C. 

Born in February Mexico Salt Lake City Watch 

Boston From Mickey Mouse San Francisco Waves 

Boulevard gray Month Season Weather 

Brown Green Music Seattle Web page 

Canada Grow up Musician  September White 

Car, to drive Halloween  My, mine Ski Windy 

Celebrate Hanukkah New Orleans Snow Winter 

Chicago Here New Year’s Spring Year 

Christmas His, hers, its, ours, theirs, your/yours New York St. Patrick’s Day Yellow 

City, town Hot New  Street (general) 50 states 

Close to, near Houston  November Street (specific) Love-it 

Cloudy How many Number  Summer Oh-I-see 

Cold Independence Day Ocean  Sunny Sale 

Color  Inside  October  Telephone  To charge 

Dollar Cost, price Penny Free ATM machine 

Cent Credit/debit card Quarter Money Bank 

Broke Dime Blow air/nothing, none More than Buy 

Cash Earn Tip  Pay  Check  

Cheap Expensive Tax  Less than Nickel 
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Enduring Understandings/Essential Questions 

Interacting with others by asking and answering WH word questions.   

Interacting with others about where I’ve been and plan to go 

Interacting with others about the cost of things 

 

 

Signature Lessons 

● Vacation Interpersonal:  Students will use target language to ask and answer questions about their favorite vacation venue and the weather in the venue. 

Resources 

● Master ASL textbook 

● Smartboard 

● Canvas 

● Student personal phones 

● School iPads/computers/chromebooks 

Textbook Alignment 

● Master ASL Units 3 and 9 

Formative Assessment 

● Add 

Summative Assessment 

● Interpretive Assessment 2.1 Cities & States 

● Interpretive Assessment 2.2 Weather  

● Interpretive Assessment 2.3 Money 

● Interpersonal 2.1 Find Someone Who (Cities, states) 
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Grade level – Level I  Time Allotted:     20   Days    
Content Area – American Sign Language 
Unit Name: Home Life and Daily routines 
 

 

Strand TEKS Statement 

U
n
i
t 

TEKS 

Student Expectation/District Clarification 

Interpersonal 
communication: 
expressive and 
receptive 
signing 

The student communicates in ASL 
using expressive and receptive 
communication skills without voice.  
The student is expected to: 

3 1A 

 Engage in a variety of ASL exchanges of learned material to socialize and to provide and obtain 

information 

● I can sign about the members of my family and ask about someone’s family. *NM 

● I can exchange information about where to go and when to meet. *NH 

  

1D 

Demonstrate appropriate usage of ASL phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and 
pragmatics 

● I can use appropriate gender signs in conversations. *NM 

 

Interpretive 
communication: 
receptive 
signing 

The student communicates in ASL 
using expressive and receptive 
communication skills without 
voice.  The student is expected to: 

 

1B 

Demonstrate an understanding of basic ASL such as simple stories, everyday commands, and 
brief instructions when dealing with familiar topics 

● I can understand days of the week. *NM 

 

   

1D 

Demonstrate appropriate usage of ASL phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and 
pragmatics 

● I can understand someone else’s daily routine. *NH 

 

Presentational 
communication: 
expressive 
signing 

The student communicates in ASL 
using expressive and receptive 
communication skills without 
voice.  The student is expected to: 

 

1C 

Convey information in ASL using familiar words, concepts, classifiers, phrases, and sentences to 
others without voice 

● I can list my activities. *NM 

● I can describe my family tree. * NH 

● I can give basic biographical information about others.  

● I can explain a weather forecast. 
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Content Vocabulary 

Adult Cute Grandfather Outgoing  Teenager  

All, everybody Date  Grandmother Parents Together 

Annoy, bother Daughter  Have Pass down Total 

Annoyed Die, dead  High school People  Twins 

Arrogant Missing  Interesting Positive Ugly  

Aunt Divorce Laugh Pretty, beautiful Uncle  

 Baby Dog Lazy Relationship Verbal-fight  

Best friend Fall in love License Relatives  Vote  

Big, large Family Like, same as Short Wave-no 

Bird Father Love Should woman 

Boring Fish Man Shy Work hard 

Boy Flirt Marry Since, for Young 

Boyfriend  Friendly Mean Single Younger 

Break up Funny Medium Sister Deaf world 

Brother Get Mischievous Slip-mind Dive in, immerse 

But Get along Mother  Small Um, uh, well 

Cat Get together Motivated  Smart Cousin (female) 

Child Girl Negative Smile Graduate 

Children Girlfriend Nephew  Son Oops 

College Go out, leave Niece  Step-  (family member) Sweetheart, honey 

Cousin (general) Go to (plural) Older  Stupid  Sweet 

Cousin (male) Good friend Only Get ready Mow  

Bath Comb hair Every week Get up Cut nails 

Breakfast Dinner, supper Every weekend Hairspray  Nail polish 

Brush hair To do the dishes Every year To do laundry Never 

Brush teeth Early  Fall asleep Lunch Perfume 

Change clothes Every afternoon Feed Make the bed Rake leaves 

Chores, duties Every + (day of the week) Floss Put on makeup Rest, relax 

Clean  Every morning Go to bed Mouthwash Schedule  

Set a clock/alarm Every night  Get dressed Do errands Wash the car 

Set the table Soap  Toothpaste For example Take out the trash 

Shampoo, wash hair Sometimes Use For-for Sit down 

Shave Sunscreen Vary Toothbrush Yard work 

To shower Sweep Wake up   
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Enduring Understandings/Essential Questions 

Interacting with others involves discussing family members and daily routines 

 

 

 

 

 

Signature Lessons 

● Using target language/ASL, students will create a presentation describing their family members’ names, age, relationship, and personality/character traits.  

Resources 

● Master ASL textbook 

● Smartboard 

● Canvas 

● Student personal phones 

● School iPads/computers/chromebooks 

Textbook Alignment 

● Master ASL Units 4 and 7 

Formative Assessment 

● Add 

Summative Assessment 

● Interpretive Assessment 2.4 Family 

● Interpersonal 2.2  Family & Vacation 

● Number Race Presentation 2.1 

● Fall Expressive Final Presentation 2.2 
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Grade level – Level I  Time Allotted:     20   Days    
Content Area – American Sign Language 
Unit Name: School Life 
 

 

Strand TEKS Statement 

U
n
i
t 

TEKS 

Student Expectation/District Clarification 

Interpersonal 
communication: 
expressive and 
receptive 
signing 

The student communicates in ASL 
using expressive and receptive 
communication skills without voice.  
The student is expected to: 

4 1A 

 Engage in a variety of ASL exchanges of learned material to socialize and to provide and obtain 

information 

● I can explain my grade level to my classmates.  *NM 

● I can relay my class schedule to others. 

● I can give times and date information about school assignments. *NH 

  

1D 

Demonstrate appropriate usage of ASL phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and 
pragmatics 

● I can sign and understand the difference between a person and place using agent 

markers. *NH 

Interpretive 
communication: 
receptive 
signing 

The student communicates in ASL 
using expressive and receptive 
communication skills without 
voice.  The student is expected to: 

 

1B 

Demonstrate an understanding of basic ASL such as simple stories, everyday commands, and 
brief instructions when dealing with familiar topics 

● I can understand a basic school schedule. *NM 

● I can accurately interpret a signed report card of grades. 

Presentational 
communication: 
expressive 
signing 

The student communicates in ASL 
using expressive and receptive 
communication skills without 
voice.  The student is expected to: 

 

1C 

Convey information in ASL using familiar words, concepts, classifiers, phrases, and sentences to 
others without voice 

● I can list my classes and tell what time they start and end. *NM 

● I can talk about my school and the classes and activities offered. 

   

1D 

Demonstrate appropriate usage of ASL phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and 
pragmatics 

● I can use basic classifiers to describe actions visually. *NH 
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Content Vocabulary 

Accident Counselor Journalism  Physiology  Teacher 

Activity center Dance Junior  Pick on  Teacher’s assistant 

Agent marker, person Depart (plane) Junior high school Pool Technology center 

Alarm, bell Drama Lab Principal Theater 

Algebra Economics Late Psychologist Think 

America Education Learn Psychology Time 

Area (location) Elementary school Library Remember Train  

Around (time) Engineering Librarian Ride a horse Trigonometry 

Arrive (person) English  Line up Room, box University 

Arrive (plane) Field Locker Science Vice president 

Art Finish, to be done Look at Secretary Woodshop 

Athlete Flag Look for Senior Auto body class 

Back Forget Mainstreamed Serve Write  

Biology Freshman Major in Snack machine Yearbook 

Break (literal) Front Manage Sociology  To be good at, talented, skilled 

Take a break Gallaudet Math Soda machine To be bad at, weak, not skilled 

Bus Geography Middle school Sophomore School for the Deaf, residential 

Busy Geometry Midnight Speech Public school 

Business Government Motorcycle Stadium, auditorium What time is it? 

Cafeteria Gym Neighborhood Start, begin What year are you? 

Calculus P.E. Noon Store Take off (person departs) 

Chemistry Half hour Nurse Student Teach  

Class Hallway Office Student center Photography 

Classifier Health One in a crowd Take (literal) Hour 

Coach, boss, dean History Oral education Take a class Computer 

Cochlear Implant Hearing aid    
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Enduring Understandings/Essential Questions 

Ex. Interacting with others involves discussing daily life.   

 

 

 

 

 

Signature Lessons 

● Using target language/ASL, students will ask and answer questions about a school schedule 

Resources 

● Master ASL textbook 

● Smartboard 

● Canvas 

● Student personal phones 

● School iPads/computers/chromebooks 

Textbook Alignment 

● Master ASL Unit 5 

Formative Assessment 

● Add 

Summative Assessment 

● Fingerspelling Word Challenge Presentation 3.1 

● Interpersonal 3.1 Find Someone Who 

● Interpersonal 3.2 What’s Your Schedule? 

● Interpretive Assessment 3.1 School (Previously called IA 4.1) 
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Grade level – Level I  Time Allotted:     20   Days    
Content Area – American Sign Language 
Unit Name: Sports and Health 
 

 

Strand TEKS Statement 

U
n
i
t 

TEKS 

Student Expectation/District Clarification 

Interpersonal 
communication: 
expressive and 
receptive 
signing 

The student communicates in ASL 
using expressive and receptive 
communication skills without voice.  
The student is expected to: 

5 1A 

 Engage in a variety of ASL exchanges of learned material to socialize and to provide and obtain 

 information 

● I can discuss my favorite sports and teams. 

● I can understand and explain basic health symptoms and illnesses. 

  

1D 

Demonstrate appropriate usage of ASL phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and 
pragmatics 

● I can understand and share previous athletic experiences. 

 

Interpretive 
communication: 
receptive 
signing 

The student communicates in ASL 
using expressive and receptive 
communication skills without 
voice.  The student is expected to: 

 

1B 

Demonstrate an understanding of basic ASL such as simple stories, everyday commands, and 
brief instructions when dealing with familiar topics 

● I can understand and interpret the outcome of a sporting event. 

● I can understand and interpret a list of symptoms. 

 

Presentational 
communication: 
expressive 
signing 

The student communicates in ASL 
using expressive and receptive 
communication skills without 
voice.  The student is expected to: 

 

1C 

Convey information in ASL using familiar words, concepts, classifiers, phrases, and sentences to 
others without voice 

● I can say which sports I like and don’t like. *NM 

● I can talk about sports based on pictures or photos. 

● I can present information about something I learned in class or in the community. 

*NH 
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Content Vocabulary 

Ago, past Football Next week Surf All right, okay 

All year, year round Golf Next year Swim Allergies, to be allergic 

ASL poetry Gymnastics Month  Talk To be better 

Baseball Handshape Next year Team Chicken pox 

Basketball Hear Play Tend to, usually, normally Cold (health) 

Boat Hike Play cards Tennis To cough 

Bowling Hockey Poetry Two days ago Doctor 

Bug, ant Ice skate Popular Two weeks To feel 

Bungee jump In a few days Recently, a little while ago Two weeks ago Fever 

To call, nickname Involve, included Ride a bike Two years ago To heal, get better 

Camp Jog Scuba dive Umpire Medicine 

Come on Jump (animal) Sit next to Used to, before To feel nauseous 

Crowded Just, very recently Skateboard Volleyball To sneeze 

Distant future Karate, martial arts Skydive Will, future, it will be Sore throat 

During, in, on (time) Last month Snowboard Winding road To sprain 

Ears (animal) Last week Soccer Wrestling Tonsils (to remove) 

Exercise, lift weights Last year Softball Crazy for To vomit 

Fast, quick Long Soon Not crazy for POW 

Fish Long time ago Stay experience To hurt 

Flock to Many  Story, tell a story Mountain Headache 

Lake River Tree  Plant Gesundheit (2) 

CL: 4 Ocean Hill River Desert 

Nosebleed Moon Island Star Flower 

Sun     
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Enduring Understandings/Essential Questions 

Ex. Interacting with others involves discussing daily life.   

 

 

 

 

 

Signature Lessons 

● Using target language/ASL, students will  sign about a sports they were involved in  

Resources 

● Master ASL textbook 

● Smartboard 

● Canvas 

● Student personal phones 

● School iPads/computers/chromebooks 

Textbook Alignment 

● Master ASL Units 6 and 8 

Formative Assessment 

● Add 

Summative Assessment 

● Interpretive Assessment 3.2 Sports 

● Sports (ESPN) Presentation 3.2 
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Grade level – Level I  Time Allotted:     20   Days    
Content Area – American Sign Language 
Unit Name: Describing People and Places 
 

 

Strand TEKS Statement 

U
n
i
t 

TEKS 

Student Expectation/District Clarification 

Interpersonal 
communication: 
expressive and 
receptive 
signing 

The student communicates in ASL 
using expressive and receptive 
communication skills without voice.  
The student is expected to: 

6 1A 

 Engage in a variety of ASL exchanges of learned material to socialize and to provide and obtain 

information 

● I can ask questions and explain someone’s ethnicity. *NH 

● I can ask and talk about family members and friends and their characteristics. 

● I can ask for directions to a place. 

● I can tell someone how to get from one place to another such as go straight, across 

from, in the middle of, near. 

 

Interpretive 
communication: 
receptive 
signing 

The student communicates in ASL 
using expressive and receptive 
communication skills without 
voice.  The student is expected to: 

 

1B 

Demonstrate an understanding of basic ASL such as simple stories, everyday commands, and 
brief instructions when dealing with familiar topics 

● I can follow directions to another location. *NM 

● I can draw a picture based on a signed description of a person. *NH 

 

Presentational 
communication: 
expressive 
signing 

The student communicates in ASL 
using expressive and receptive 
communication skills without 
voice.  The student is expected to: 

 

1A 

Convey information in ASL using familiar words, concepts, classifiers, phrases, and sentences to 
others without voice 

● I can sign what I look like.  *NM 

● I can sign what someone else looks like. 

● I can talk about my house. 

● I can describe my school. 

● I can describe a landmark, vacation locations, or a place I visit. *NH 

● I can give simple directions to a nearby location. 
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Content Vocabulary 

Scissors Tie  Black To worry Townhouse  

To cut Turtleneck  Ethnicity Deaf tend theirs Fire station, firefighter 

Chair Underwear  Half Big head, conceited, arrogant Floor, level 

To sit Watch (wristwatch) Hispanic Also subway 

Eraser, to erase Jeans  Indian Apartment Garage 

Many mass Pajamas  To mix, to be mixed ATM machine Gas station 

Telephone, to call, to be called Suit  Native American Bank To get in, to get on 

SUV Sunglasses  White, Caucasian Basement To get out, to get off 

Truck Buttons  Africa Bedroom (2) Grocery store 

Car/Automobile Long sleeve Asia Block Highway, freeway 

To drive Patterned  Bangs To be broke Hospital  

To drive here Plaid  Beard Bus  Hotel  

Airplane, to fly to Polka dot Braids To buy House  

To ride a while Scooped neck Curly hair Cabin Hybrid  

Clothes Short sleeve Goatee Café Intersection  

To fit Striped  Long hair Stop light Jail 

To use Striped (wide) Mustache To switch, transfer To keep going 

Blouse Too big Pony tail Van Kitchen (3) 

Boots  Too small Short hair (3) What kind? To leave something 

Bra V-neck  Sideburns CL: Claw 5 Left (direction) 

Dress  Humble To braid Clinic Living room (2) 

Glasses Quiet Hearing aid Clinician Lousy 

Hat, cap Tribe, group Cochlear implant Condo Mall 

Jacket, coat To be bald To be blind Convenience store Mansion 

Overalls To be chubby, fat To be afraid Corner Mile  

Overcoat Face Broken-hearted Stop sign Minivan 

Panties Freckles To be embarrassed Taxi Mobile home 

Pants (2) Gut, belly To be emotional To be curious traffic 

Sandals  Hair To be frustrated Different (plural) More than 

Shirt  To be in good shape Motormouth Zoo  Museum 

Shoes  To look like To be nervous Dining room Park 

Shorts, boxers To lose weight To be nosy Studio  Pharmacy, drug store 

Skirt  To be pregnant Personality Dormitory Police station 

Socks  To be thin To be polite Duplex Post office 

Sweater  To be well built To be rude East Prisoner 

Sweatshirt, hoodie Arab To be strong Elevator To ride in, on 

Tank top Asian To be weak Entrance, to enter Right (direction) 
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Enduring Understandings/Essential Questions 

Ex. Interacting with others involves discussing daily life.   

 

 

 

 

 

Signature Lessons 

● Using target language/ASL, students will describe a person, in detail, for a peer to guess.  

Resources 

● Master ASL textbook 

● Smartboard 

● Canvas 

● Student personal phones 

● School iPads/computers/chromebooks 

Textbook Alignment 

● Master ASL Units 7, 8, 9 

Formative Assessment 

● Add 

Summative Assessment 

● Interpretive Assessment 4.1 Health  & Natural World 

● Interpretive Assessment 4.2 GEHBO, Characteristics, & Clothing 

● Interpersonal Assessment 4.1 Medical 

● Interpersonal 4.2 Guess Who 

● ABC Story Presentation 4.1 

● Final Expressive Presentation 4.2 

 


